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Every golfer has an ideal swing based on natural tendencies, physical strengths, and desired shot pattern,
which is why copying friends or favorite players usually doesn't work. In Your Perfect Swing, leading PGA
instructor Dr. Jim Suttie shows you how to identify your tendencies and master a swing that's consistent and
repeatable under pressure.

Suttie's award-winning teaching system will show you how to

-match the feel for your swing with the actual mechanics;

-find your physical power source and use it to build a fundamentally sound swing;

-select from 13 pro models that share your power source and reinforce your ideal swing pattern;

-recognize patterns based on ball flight, divots, and club selection in order to make adjustments during a
round or on the range;

-customize your swing based on personal preference and on-course situations; and

-use the 14 key swing positions as a maintenance tool to keep your swing on track.

Don't waste time practicing the wrong swing for your game. Get Your Perfect Swing and unlock the natural
swing that will help you become the best player possible.
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From reader reviews:

Brian Dunlap:

What do you with regards to book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material if you want
something to explain what the ones you have problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy man or
woman? If you don't have spare time to try and do others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored
faster. And you have spare time? What did you do? Everybody has many questions above. They must answer
that question since just their can do that. It said that about publication. Book is familiar in each person. Yes,
it is proper. Because start from on kindergarten until university need this specific Your Perfect Swing to
read.

Barbara Lewis:

This book untitled Your Perfect Swing to be one of several books in which best seller in this year, that's
because when you read this publication you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy this book
in the book retail store or you can order it by means of online. The publisher on this book sells the e-book
too. It makes you quickly to read this book, because you can read this book in your Cell phone. So there is no
reason to you personally to past this book from your list.

Robert Shaw:

Reading a book tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With studying you can get a lot
of information that may give you benefit in your life. With book everyone in this world can certainly share
their idea. Books can also inspire a lot of people. Lots of author can inspire their reader with their story as
well as their experience. Not only the story that share in the books. But also they write about the knowledge
about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your kids, there
are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors nowadays always try to improve their ability in
writing, they also doing some investigation before they write to their book. One of them is this Your Perfect
Swing.

Juan Jensen:

The book untitled Your Perfect Swing contain a lot of information on the idea. The writer explains her idea
with easy technique. The language is very clear to see all the people, so do not really worry, you can easy to
read it. The book was authored by famous author. The author will take you in the new age of literary works.
You can easily read this book because you can read on your smart phone, or device, so you can read the book
throughout anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can available their official web-site
and also order it. Have a nice read.
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